The purpose of this research is to analyze the self-positioning and social class phenomenon of The Doll's House. It tells about social oppression create by upper to dominate lower class. Upper class takes part as dominant while lower class takes part as minority in society. This research uses qualitative research. The researcher needs postcolonial theory to identify the self-positioning between upper and lower class in the short story. The analysis reveals that upper class treats lower class to be the other, subaltern and create social discrimination. The conclusion is the upper class founds powerful, otherwise the lower class is found surviving not fighting from injustice.
Taken as a whole and in the abstract this…category…was heterogeneous in its composition and thanks to the uneven character of regional economic and social developments, different from area to area. The same class or element which was dominant in one area…could be among the dominated in another. This could and did create many ambiguities and contradictions in attitudes and alliances, especially among the lowest strata of the rural gentry, impoverished landlords, rich peasants and upper middle class peasants all of whom belonged, ideallys peaking, to the category of people or subaltern classes. (Guha 1982:8) It means that upper class is dominant which 
II. Method
The researcher uses qualitative method because has a relation in human life.
Qualitative method also used to analyze the data taken from social context and activities of human being or human environment. The researcher gets the data of the primary data and secondary data to begin the study in (Berg, 2001: 240) .
III. Result
Superior has authority while inferior Inferior is applied the superior considerations which most dominate them because superior has power to dominates inferior in colonialism.
IV. Discussion
The discussion will start analyzing social class take part in self-positioning. 
